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On phytochrome absorption and the phytochrome photoequilibrium in a green
leaf: environmental sensitivity and photoequilibrium time
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The average, corrected attenuance spectra for both spectral forms of phytochrome in a mature leaf were
calculated. Optical masking by chlorophyll together with the detour effect (optical path lengthening
effect) due to multiple light scattering led to large changes in both the Qy band shape and wavelength
position and the effective intensity of the weak vibrational bands increases. The Pfr/Pr
oscillator-strength-ratio between 400–750 nm (0.93 in vitro), becomes 1.63 in a leaf. Thus the dominant
absorption form is Pfr. These two values permit calculation of the phytochrome photoequilibrium
under conditions of “daylight” illumination both in vitro and in folia. These values are 0.6 and 0.38
respectively. Previous literature estimates for the situation in vitro, based on the 660/730 nm absorption
ratio, yielded values close to 0.6. It is demonstrated that this large decrease in the phytochrome
photoequilibrium in a leaf has the effect of translating this parameter to a position on the dose
(red/far-red light ratio)-response (Pfr/Ptot) plot towards greater sensitivity to changes in the
environmental red/far-red ratio. The increased sensitivity factor is almost five-fold for the “daylight”
environment and is even greater for the various “shade-light” environments. The approximate time
taken to attain photoequilibrium (1/e lifetime) has also been calculated for phytochrome in a leaf in
different light environments. For the “daylight” environment the photoequilibration time is ∼5 s, which
increases into the 20–80 s interval under different degrees of “shade light”. Thus, despite the strong
optical masking by chlorophyll in a mature leaf, the phytochrome photoequilibrium is attained quite
rapidly on a physiological time scale.

Introduction

The phytochromes are an ubiquitous family of pigment/protein
plant signal transducing photoreceptors which, on the basis of
their unique capacity to sense the light environment, constitute the
principle system by which plants are able to determine position
and time.1,2 Under sun light illumination it is well known that
phytochrome cycles between two distinct spectroscopic forms due
to their striking property of reversible photochromism. Upon light
absorption the lowest lying singlet excited state (Qy), which is also
the most intensely absorbing transition, undergoes an absorption
band shift of about 70 nm towards the red, thought to be largely
due to a cis–trans isomerisation around the C15 bond3 of the non-
cyclic tetrapyrrole chromophore. The blue-most absorbing form,
known as Pr, has its Qy absorption maximum near 660 nm, and
this is the form which is synthesised. The long wavelength form,
known as Pfr, has its Qy absorption maximum near 730 nm and
this is the form usually considered to be physiologically active.
Phytochrome is normally present at very low concentrations in
green, chlorophyll containing tissues, and this leads to optical
masking by chlorophylls, present at very much greater concen-
trations in leaves.4 This prevents in vivo spectroscopic studies on
light grown tissue and it has been suggested that this is the reason
why phytochrome action spectra are blue shifted with respect to
Pr absorption.4,5 In this respect it should be noted that the optical
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masking by chlorophylls will not be equal for the two phytochrome
forms. This is due to chlorophyll absorption in leaves tailing
off at wavelengths above 700 nm.6,7 Thus chlorophyll masking
is expected to be greater for Pr than for Pfr, and this is implicit
in the photoequilibrium calculations of Holmes and Fukshansky.8

In addition, within a leaf multiple light scattering leads to a light
environment which is essentially diffuse in nature and this, in turn,
will modify light absorption by the two phytochrome forms in
a wavelength dependent way, by virtue of the so called “detour
effect”,6,9 sometimes also called the optical path lengthening effect.
It is therefore of interest to understand just what the corrected
attenuance characteristics of phytochrome in green tissue are and,
as this has not yet been determined, as far as we are aware, we have
analysed the problem. In addition, this has allowed us to determine
the average phytochrome photoequilibrium in a mature leaf, which
is significantly less than the solution ratio. It is furthermore
demonstrated that this significant decrease of the Pfr/(Pr + Pfr)
ratio in a leaf leads to an almost five fold increase in the sensitivity
of the phytochrome system to the red/far-red light environment.
The present analysis is largely based on existing experimental data
in the literature, and takes advantage of an approach which we have
developed for examining the in folia absorption of chlorophyll–
protein complexes.7,10

Materials and methods

Thylakoids were extracted from freshly harvested spinach leaves as
described by Garlaschi et al.6 The thylakoid absorption spectrum
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was measured with a Jasco Uvidec 510 spectrophotometer, using
an opal glass to minimize light scattering, in the wavelength range
400–760 nm.

Leaf transmittance and reflectance spectra were measured in a
Jasco Uvidec 510 spectrophotometer equipped with an integration
sphere (TIS 314) as described by Garlaschi et al.6 The leaf
absorption spectra, attenuance and (1 − T), were determined
taking into account the reflectance correction. The phytochrome
absorption spectra were taken from the published data of Lagarias
et al.11 Spectral decomposition of the Qy absorption region was
performed with a minimum number of asymmetric Gaussian
sub-bands (four) in order to approximately quantitate the elec-
tronic/vibrational band contributions. The software used an Excel
solver to perform the minimisation. The goodness of the fit was
based on the v2 value and the residuals distribution.

Results and discussion

In the following we use the absorption spectra for both the Pr
and Pfr forms of native, solubilised phytochrome published by
Lagarias et al.11 as these are amongst the clearest available. We
assume that the multiple phytochrome gene products (PHYA,
PHYB, PHYC, PHYD, PHYE) have similar optical properties
to the PHYA studied by Lagarias et al.11 This assumption may
be supported by the in vitro reconstituted phytochromes A, B,
C, and E dark minus light difference spectra12 where only small
spectroscopic variations were observed. The optical absorption
spectra for Pr and Pfr are shown in Fig. 1. As is well known,
there are two principal regions of phytochrome absorption in the
red/far-red and in the blue, with over 80% of the total oscillator
strength associated with the red/far-red transitions. These long
wavelength transitions are very broad with the Qy electronic
transition maxima near 660 nm (Pr) and 730 nm (Pfr). Each
phytochrome form has clear vibrational structure in the Qy region,
giving rise to an absorption shoulder about 50 nm to the blue of
the Qy maxima. In order to estimate the vibrational/electronic
absorption contributions (v/e ratio) the spectra were subjected
to a Gaussian sub-band decomposition analysis (Fig. 2). Using a
minimum number of four (asymmetric) Gaussian sub-bands we
find that v/e = 0.5 for Qy absorption in both Pr and Pfr. Thus, it is
the broad band associated with the electronic transitions, in both
Pr and Pfr, that accounts for most absorption in vitro. We underline
this point as it will be demonstrated below that, with respect to

Fig. 1 Optical attenuance spectra of the red (Pr; solid line) and far-red
(Pfr; dashed line) absorbing forms of native oat phytochrome. The spectra
have been taken from Lagarias et al.11

Fig. 2 Gaussian sub-band decomposition of the Qy absorption region of
the Pr (panel A) and Pfr (panel B) spectra taken from Lagarias et al.11

Both measured spectra and the resulting fits are shown.

this solution value of v/e= 0.5, the vibrational contribution to
the corrected attenuance spectrum of Pr in a leaf is considerably
greater (v/e = 1), while that for Pfr is considerably less (v/e = 0.1).

The absorption spectra of isolated phytochrome (Fig. 1) do not,
however, tell us very much about the details of light absorption
under physiological conditions, i.e. for example in a leaf, as these
are expected to differ considerably from that of the isolated
complexes due to optical phenomena associated with the leaf
such as the detour effect as well as filtering effects due to
chlorophyll.6,8–10 In the present study we employ the absorption
spectra of Fig. 1 in order to determine an average corrected
attenuance spectra for Pr and Pfr in the chlorophyll-containing
and multiple scattering environment of a mature spinach leaf. The
approach used is based on the previous analysis of the corrected
attenuance spectrum of pigment–protein complexes in leaves.7,10

The starting point was the demonstration that the attenuance
spectrum (absorption) of a chloroplast suspension could be
accurately described by the weighted linear sum of the absorption
spectra of isolated PSI, PSII and LHCII. The linear sum PSI +
PSII + LHCII spectrum is then transformed into a leaf absorption
spectrum (attenuance) by means of an empirically derived “detour
effect” correction spectrum (D(k); eqn (1)). This “detour effect”
correction spectrum is based on the optical density ratio of the
leaf spectrum (AL) with respect to the chloroplast spectrum (AC)
at the same chlorophyll concentration per unit area. The “detour
effect” is due to multiple scattering inside the leaf and is caused by
the different refractive indices at the water–air interface9,6 due to
the presence of intercellular air spaces. It increases the optical path
length of light within the leaf in a way which is strongly wavelength
dependent and is expected to be similar for all chromophores
within the diffuse-light environment of a leaf. The empirically
derived correction spectrum (D(k)) is presented in Fig. 3 and is
maximal between 530–650 nm and above 700 nm. It is minimal
near 440 nm and 680 nm where chl a absorption is dominant.
The leaf attenuance spectrum is given in the exponent in eqn (1),
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Fig. 3 The leaf “detour effect” spectrum [D(k)] determined from the
experimental leaf and chloroplast absorption spectra (AL/AC) measured
at the same chlorophyll concentration.

written for the measured photon absorption spectrum of the leaf
[(1 − T)L(k)],

(1 − T)L(k) ∼= 1 − 10−[aPSI(k) + bPSII(k) + dLHCII (k)] D(k) (1)

where a, b, and d are weighting factors which have no specific
physical meaning and are determined by the fitting procedure
used to describe the chloroplast absorption (attenuance) spectrum;
the subscript L refers to leaf. Owing to the extremely low
concentrations of phytochrome (3 × 1012 molecules cm−2), based
on the monoclonal antibody determinations of Sharrock and
Clack,13 which is less than 10−4 times that of chlorophyll in a mature
leaf (30 lg chl cm−2 = 2 × 1016 molecules cm−2), this chromophore
may be ignored at the level of defining leaf absorption and is thus
not present in eqn (1).

In the linear sum approximation,10 the average corrected
attenuance spectrum of phytochrome in a leaf, [(1 − T)P(k)], is
given by

(1 − T)P(k) = (AP(k)/(AC(k) + AP(k)))(1 − T)L(k); (2)

A(k) is the absorption spectrum (attenuance) and the subscripts
P, C, and L refer to phytochrome, chloroplasts and the leaf
respectively. As AC(k) is many orders of magnitude greater than
AP(k), this latter term may be dropped from the denominator
on the right of eqn (2). In the following we consider the leaf to
be immersed in the natural “daylight” spectral quality, which is
simply included as a linear multiplicative term E(k)7,10

(1 − T)P(k) = E(k) [(AP(k)/AC(k)) (1 − T)L(k)]. (3)

In Fig. 4 the average corrected attenuance spectra are presented
for Pr and Pfr in a mature spinach leaf, together with the Lagarias
et al.11 optical density absorption spectra for comparison. The
spectra are normalised to their respective maxima.

For Pr the corrected attenuance spectrum in the Qy region is
substantially blue shifted in a leaf, as expected, with the broad
effective absorption maximum being blue shifted by about 20 nm.
The effective absorption bandwidth is greatly increased as is
evident by noting that the FWHM is 47 nm for the attenuance
spectrum and 87 nm for the corrected attenuance in a leaf. This is
caused by both the “detour effect”, which leads to an approximate
tripling of light absorption at 560 nm with respect to 660 nm
(Fig. 3), and optical masking by chlorophyll that changes the
spectral distribution of the light incident on phytochrome. It will
also be noticed that the pronounced broadening is significantly

Fig. 4 Optical absorption (attenuance) spectra of Pr (solid line) and Pfr
(dashed line), normalised to the peak values. These spectra have been taken
from Fig. 1. Also presented are the effective average absorptance spectra
calculated for Pr (dotted line) and Pfr (dash–dot line) in a mature spinach
leaf and normalised to the peak values. See text for further details.

associated with a marked increase in the vibrational shoulder near
600 nm. Spectral decomposition analysis in Gaussian sub-bands
shows that the vibrational contribution to Pr in folia increases to
represent about 50% of the total corrected attenuance (data not
shown) and the v/e ratio thus approaches 1. This interesting point
is not altogether surprising, as it has already been demonstrated to
occur for the weak chlorophyll vibrational bands in a leaf.10 It can
also be seen that the weak 400 nm transition is greatly decreased
in the corrected attenuance spectrum and this is almost entirely
due to chlorophyll masking.

For the Qy absorption of Pfr, the optical properties of the
leaf have the opposite effect with respect to Pr. The band
maximum is red shifted by about 5 nm and a marked band
narrowing is observed with the FWHM of the Pfr attenuance
spectrum changing from 86 nm to 45 nm for the corrected
attenuance spectrum in the leaf (Fig. 4). Whilst the pronounced
band narrowing on the short wavelength side is entirely due to
chlorophyll masking, it is the detour effect which increases Pfr
absorption dramatically on passing from 700 to 750 nm (Fig. 3),
and which is largely responsible for the red shift. The Qy vibrational
contribution to Pfr absorption almost disappears in the leaf, as
does the transition near 400 nm.

The Lagarias et al.11 absorption spectra are for equi-molar
concentrations of Pr and Pfr. By integration under the absorption
profiles, it can be shown that the ratio (Pfr/Pr) of the oscillator
strengths between 400 nm and 750 nm is 0.93. The average
corrected leaf attenuance spectrum for equi-molar concentrations
of the two phytochrome forms is shown in Fig. 5, where it is
clear that, due to the Qy region, Pfr is dominant. The equi-
molar Pfr/Pr corrected attenuance ratio (AR) in folia is 1.64. This
means that under normal “daylight” conditions Pfr has an equi-
molar absorption capacity which is about 76% greater than that
of Pr based on the respective oscillator strengths. This will lead
to a significant lowering in the phytochrome photoequilibrium
with respect to that determined without considering leaf optical
properties, in agreement with the much earlier report by Holmes
and Fukshansky.8 We wish to underline this point as it has been
a long and continuing practice to calculate the photoequilibrium
ratio in green tissue without considering leaf optical properties.
Perhaps this is based on the assumption that active phytochrome
is localised only in the non-pigmented leaf epidermis. As far as
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Fig. 5 The absolute, average effective absorptance spectra, of Pr (solid
line) and Pfr (dashed line) in a mature spinach leaf. It can be seen that
despite the lower Qy oscillator strength of Pfr it is the dominant absorbing
form in a leaf.

we are aware such an assumption has never been demonstrated
and, as will become evident below, this would not be particularly
advantageous to the plant.

We now specifically address the question of the average phy-
tochrome photoequilibrium, Pfr/Ptot, in a leaf, where Ptot = Pfr
+ Pr. This average value can be compared with our determination,
based on the above mentioned value of AR = 1.64, in the following
way. For the simple, classical phytochrome model

the photostationary state can be shown to be Pfr/Ptot = k1(k1 +
k−1 + kd)−1. The thermal degradation of Pfr (kd) seems to apply only
to PHYA, which is virtually absent in light grown plants.14 Thus
for the other phytochrome types kd is thought to approximate
zero. Thus Pfr/Ptot = k1(k1 + k−1)−1 for light grown plants,
which, incidentally, is the same ratio as that for the phytochrome
equilibrium when the rate of synthesis of Pr is not considered.

We now assume that the photochemical conversion efficiency is
equal in both directions i.e. k1 = k−1.4 As k1 and k−1 scale linearly
with photon absorption at each wavelength ((1 − T)p(k)), from
eqn (2) or (3) the Pfr/Ptot equals the photon absorption ratio
Ar(k) ((Ar(k) + Afr(k))−1, where the Ar and Afr are the photon
absorption of Pr and Pfr. Thus k1(k1 + k−1)−1 = (1 + AR)−1= 0.38
under “daylight” conditions. This average value is very close to
an earlier estimate of this kind by Holmes and Fukshansky8 and
is considerably lower than literature values (∼=0.6) for leaves in
which the optical properties are not considered. This appreciable
decrease of the photoequilibrium value in a mature leaf is expected
to have a significant influence on the sensitivity of the phytochrome
system to changes in the environmental light quality (red/far-red).
It is well known, from the early studies of Smith and Holmes,15

that the value of the phytochrome photoequilibrium increases
hyperbolically as a function of the red/far-red photon flux ratio. If
we define the phytochrome sensitivity to the red/far-red light flux
as the first derivative of this hyperbola (d(Pfr/Ptot)/d(red/far-
red)), it is expected that this will be greatest when the Pfr/Ptot
ratio is low. This first derivative (phytochrome sensitivity) for the
Smith and Holmes15 data is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of
the Pfr/Ptot ratio. The vertical arrows indicate the phytochrome
sensitivity under daylight illumination for the in vitro situation,
which is presumably also similar in etiolated tissue, and for the
in folia situation. The decrease in the Pfr/Ptot ratio from 0.6

Fig. 6 Light environmental sensitivity of the phytochrome system to
different red-light/far-red-light ratios as a function of the photoequilib-
rium. The phytochrome sensitivity parameter is the first derivative of the
phytochrome photoequilibrium with respect to the red-light/far-red-light
ratio (d(Pfr/Ptot)/d(red/far-red)) and was calculated from the data of
Smith and Holmes.15 For further details, see text. The vertical arrow on
the right hand side represent the phytochrome photoequilibrium often
determined from the in vitro absorption properties of phytochrome whereas
the other arrow represents the in folia situation.

to 0.38 leads to a large increase in phytochrome sensitivity by
almost a factor of five. Thus the phytochrome system within a
green leaf has a considerably greater sensitivity to changes in the
environmental light distribution than that in vitro or in etiolated
tissue. We wish to point out that this latter point is not usually
considered when the phytochrome equilibrium, determined for an
etiolated system, is transferred to and used for discussions on green
leaves. These considerations may be extended from the “daylight”
situation, which represents the natural light environment with the
highest red/far-red ratio, to all the various degrees of “shade
light” in which the red/far-red ratio continuously decreases. Under
these conditions the Pfr/Ptot ratio will be translated continuously
towards lower values and hence as can be seen in Fig. 6 towards
ever increasing spectral detection sensitivity.

These latter comments refer to the increase in spectral sensitivity
of the photostationary state for the phytochrome system in folia
with respect to that in non-green tissue or in vitro. However,
perhaps surprisingly, it seems that for green tissue, where the light
absorption flux by phytochrome is greatly decreased by chlorophyll
masking, it has never been demonstrated whether the phytochrome
photostationary state is in fact rapidly attained or not. This point
is important as it is only in the first case that the phytochrome
photoequilibrium will be of physiological importance in green
tissue. For phytochrome types in which the kd may be ignored it
is readily shown that the photoequilibrium lifetime, i.e. the 1/e
photoequibration time, is given by (k1 + k−1)−1. As these rate
constants scale linearly with the light absorption flux, knowledge
of these absorption fluxes in a leaf will allow determination of the
photoequilibrium lifetime. To this end we have used the spectra of
Fig. 5 and the estimated leaf phytochrome content based on the
monoclonal antibody determinations of Sharrock and Clack.13

If then we consider that the leaf immersed in a “daylight” light
environment of quite high intensity (∼5 lEinstein m−2 s−1 nm−1)
and assuming a quantum efficiency of photoconversion in both
directions of 1, we estimate a rather rapid photoequilibrium
lifetime of about 0.5 s. However, published quantum efficiency
values, while being rather variable, are much closer to 0.1
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(e.g. about 0.15 for the Pr/Pfr conversion and 0.07 for the Pfr/Pr
conversion4) and so, in this case, the photoequilibrium lifetime
would increase to about 5 s. This is still a short time in physiological
terms. This conclusion is rather interesting as it clearly shows
that, despite the very low absorption of phytochrome in a leaf,
due to its low concentration and optical masking by chlorophylls,
photoequilibrium is rapidly attained on a physiological time scale.
It is worth noting that, even in a “shade light” environment, the
photoequilibrium lifetime may also not be very long, despite the
overall decrease in light intensity which may reach two orders of
magnitude. This is because, while k1 decreases greatly in “shade
light” due to the great optical masking of Pr absorption, the
photoequilibration time, in these conditions, is determined largely
by k−1, because it decreases much less. We estimate, for the “shade
light” spectral distributions published by Holmes and Smith16 and
considering, as above, a photochemical photoconversion quantum
efficiency of the order of 0.1, a photoequilibration lifetime in the
range of 20–80 s.
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